
Color one of the  
most popular  

attractions in the  
United States!

Here is an opportunity to let your imagination 

guide you through a beautiful coloring tour of 

the Ark Encounter. Explore exhibits and  

presentations of the Ark’s incredible interior 

designs, intricately recreated for your enjoyment. 

What color would you choose for the family’s 

clothing? What artistic expression would you use 

for the family’s living quarters?  Imagine Noah’s 

world — before the Flood and during the journey.  

Experience this inspiring biblical history as you 

relax and enjoy this one-of-a kind coloring book!
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The Ark Encounter, Williamstown, Kentucky
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Emzara and Noah
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Shem and Ar’yel
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Ham and Kezia
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Japheth and Rayneh
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Noah’s Woodworking Technology
The construction of the Ark is clear evidence of Noah’s proficiency in woodworking. This 
is not surprising, considering that some of his descendants built engineering marvels like 
the Egyptian pyramids. One of his distant descendants, also known as a carpenter (Mark 
6:3), would give His life on a cross of wood so that we could be forgiven of our sins.
The daily labors of animal care on the Ark probably required the presence of a workshop. 
Tools, wagons, and cages may have undergone occasional maintenance and repairs. In 
addition, Noah and his family may have done woodworking for personal crafts and to 
prepare for life after the Flood.
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